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Foraging Adaptation and the
Relationship Between Food-Web
Complexity and Stability

Michio Kondoh

Ecological theory suggests that complex food webs should not persist because of
their inherent instability. “Real” ecosystems often support a large number of
interacting species. A mathematical model shows that fluctuating short-term
selection on trophic links, arising from a consumer’s adaptive food choice, is a key
to the long-term stability of complex communities. Without adaptive foragers,
food-web complexity destabilizes community composition; whereas in their pres-
ence, complexity may enhance community persistence through facilitation of
dynamical food-web reconstruction that buffers environmental fluctuations. The
model predicts a linkage pattern consistent with field observations.

Ecological theory (1–5) suggests that com-
plexity (high species richness, dense trophic
links) destabilizes food webs. “Real” ecosys-
tems often support large numbers of species
interacting in highly complex networks of
direct and indirect pathways (6–9). To re-
solve this apparent paradox, several hypoth-
eses have been proposed, including ones at-
tributing “real” food-web stability to domi-
nance of stabilizing food-web architecture
(10, 11). These studies have considered rela-
tively static topological food-web features
such as distribution of interaction strength
(10) and trophic links (11). I propose that
“flexibility” in food-web structure, arising
from the consumers’ adaptive behavioral (12,
13) or evolutionary (14, 15) switches in food
choice in response to qualitative and quanti-
tative resource changes, stabilizes complex
food webs.

Adaptation is critical to food-web dynamics
(16) and influences food-web stability (17).
This study considers food-web models having
more realistic and wide-ranging complexity,
where the degree of flexibility is manipulated
by systematically changing both the fraction of
adaptive foragers and their adaptation rate. This
provides a comprehensive picture of the syner-
gistic effects of food-web complexity and ad-
aptation on food-web stability.

Consider a food web comprising N spe-
cies, any pair of which are connected to each
other with probability C (!1; connectance).
In determining trophic link direction, I used
two models, random (18) and cascade (4, 18),
which generate different substructures (19).
Suppose that consumers cannot consume dif-
ferent resource species simultaneously be-
cause of the prey’s patchy distribution (12),
the capturing strategy for different prey (12),

or the consumer’s sensory and cognitive con-
straints for discriminating between prey (20).
Consumers allocate their foraging effort
among possible resources and, given a fixed
total foraging effort (measured by energy or
time), per capita consumption rate would in-
crease with increasing foraging efficiency
and increased foraging effort allocated to the
resource (21).

The dynamics of species i (1. . . N) bio-
mass, Xi, is described by:

dXi

dt
"

Xi! ri # si Xi $ "
j ! resources

eij fijaijXj #

"
j ! consumers

fjiaji Xj# (1)

where ri is an intrinsic reproductive rate; si a
self-regulation intensity; fij the foraging efficien-
cy of species i on resource species j, defined as
a per capita foraging rate when all foraging
efforts are allocated to resource j; aij the forag-
ing effort of species i allocated to resource j

"
j ! resources

aij ! const. ! 1, and aij ! 0(

when species i does not feed on species j);
and eij the metabolic rate of species i consum-
ing species j. Hereafter, eij is, for simplicity,
set to a biologically feasible (22, 23) constant
value, e (here e ! 0.15, but for e ! 0.01 to
0.35 the value does not alter the main result).

I used community persistence, the proba-
bility that all species persist for a given time
in fluctuating environments, as an index of
food-web stability. As biological parameters
change over space and time by environmental
disturbances, the community persisting in the
wider parameter region is more likely to be
observed in nature (3). To estimate the effects
of complexity on community persistence, I
calculated the probability of community per-
sistence in an ensemble of stochastically gen-
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erated food-web models with varying com-
plexity (N, C) (24 ). When species population
density becomes very low (Xi " 10#13), the
species is permanently removed, which rep-
resents extinction.

Consider an extreme case where a food
web contains no adaptive foragers. As no
individual species discriminate between re-
sources, foraging efforts are equally allo-
cated among all possible resource species
[aij ! 1/(the potential number of species i’s
resource species)]. Irrespective of the food-
web model, persistence decreases with in-
creasing species richness or connectance
(Fig. 1, A, B, and G), agreeing with previ-
ous models (1–5) that use different stability
indices and/or food-web structures. The
negative effect of species richness on sta-
bility is detectable even if persistence is
measured by a species’ extinction probabil-
ity [ln(persistence probability)/N], and re-
sults in rejection of the null hypothesis that
ascribes this negative relationship to an
increased number of species with the same
extinction probability.

In reality, trophic link strength is not a
fixed property. Consumers switch foraging
behavior at individual levels (12, 13, 25, 26 )
and foraging-related traits may evolve at pop-
ulation levels (14, 27 ). In the presence of
adaptive foragers, the observed connection
probability {“realized connectance”; (total
number of links)2/[N(N–1)]} can be smaller
than C (renamed “potential connectance”), as
some potential resources may not be used.
The dynamics of the foraging effort of an
adaptive consumer i to resource species j (aij)
is given by (21):

daij

dt
"

Giaij!eij fij Xj # "
k ! resources

aikeik fik Xk# (2)

where j is the potential prey of species i; Gi

the adaptation rate of consumer i, which is
higher when species change their diet behav-
iorally rather than evolutionarily, when the
evolutionary speed is higher, or when the
species that shifts its diet behaviorally has
more detailed and complete information
about resources or better information-pro-
cessing ability (12). Eq. 2 represents a simple
food-choice rule that maximizes energy gain
(21): a consumer species i increases its foraging
effort allocated to resource j if resource profit-
ability, energy gain per unit effort (eij fij Xj), is
higher than the average profitability of resourc-
es that the consumer is currently foraging

"
k ! resources

aikeik fikXk as "
k ! resources

aik " 1).(

It will decrease its effort if profitability is lower
than average. A consumer will only feed on

the most profitable prey if adaptation is
extremely rapid; slow adaptation leads to
time delay in food choice and, in a fluctu-
ating environment, may cause asynchrony
between food choice and food profitability.

To investigate how adaptive food choice
alters the complexity-stability relationship,
consider a fraction, F, of randomly chosen
species shifting their diet (Gi $ 0), while the
remaining fraction (1 – F) cannot (Gi ! 0);
for simplicity, adaptation rates are set to a
constant (G). The population dynamics of
such a food web is governed by combining
population dynamics (Eq. 1) and adaptive
dynamics (Eq. 2). With adaptive foragers,
there is a critical level of complexity [the line
along the diagonal ridge of parameter space
of species richness and connectance (Fig.
1E)], where stability is prohibited below and

promoted above by increasing complexity.
With decreasing fraction of adaptive forag-
ers, F (Fig. 1, E to G), or adaptation rate, G
(Fig. 1, E, H, and I), the region of positive
relationship decreases and the relationship
becomes less clear. Regardless of model
used, these outcomes were not altered quali-
tatively, which suggests that the robustness of
the basic premise that increasing the fraction
of adaptive foragers or their adaptive ability
can turn negative complexity-stability rela-
tionships into positive ones.

The model predicts that realized con-
nectance should depend on the observation time
scale (28, 29). Suppose biological parameters
change intermittently with sufficiently long in-
tervals. Within a short time range, the realized
connectance may be represented by a single
parameter set. At this scale, complex food webs

Fig. 1. Relationships between food-web complexity and stability. (A to D) Complexity-stability
relationship in food webs without (A, B) or with (C, D) adaptive foragers in random (A, C) and
cascade (B, D) models. (E to I) Complexity-stability relationships with varying (E to G) fraction of
adaptive foragers (F) or (E, H, and I) adaptation rate (G) in the random model. Parameters are (F,
G) ! (A, B) (0.0, 0.0), (C, D) (1.0, 0.25).
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with adaptive foragers are characterized by a
few strong (high foraging effort, aij) and many
weak (low foraging effort) links (Fig. 2A). This
is a consistent pattern recorded from observa-
tions (6, 30–32) of natural food webs. The real-
ized connectance becomes upper-bounded (Fig.
2B) with increasing potential connectance (C),
and its maximum level decreases with increas-
ing fraction of adaptive forgers (F) (Fig. 2B).
This pattern implies that adaptive foragers use
only a part of their potential resources. At a
longer time scale, environmental disturbances
lead to fluctuating selection on interaction
strength and consequently food-web reconstruc-
tion (Fig. 3, supporting online text). The realized

connectance should increase with observation
time as the probability of a potential link’s ac-
tivation increases and will approach potential
connectance (C) when the observation period is
infinitely long. This time scale–dependent link-
age pattern indicates that high complexity af-
fords food webs high “flexibility”; potential
links are activated or inactivated while realized
connectance is kept low in response to environ-
mental changes and population fluctuations to
enhance community persistence.

This mechanism demands sufficiently
high adaptation speed to induce quick food-
web reconstruction when disturbance takes
place. Empirical evidence of fast evolution of

foraging-related traits (14, 15, 27, 33) indi-
cates that evolution and population dynamics
may overlap temporally. Changes in adaptive
learning associated with foraging behavior is
not restricted to higher animals but is fre-
quently observed in arthropods (25, 26 ), this
suggests that behavioral diet shifts, which
occur over shorter time scales than a gener-
ation, may be widespread to those taxa.
Adaptive diet choice may potentially have a
major influence on community dynamics.
Precise empirical studies are required to test
explicitly whether the dynamic changes in
food-web linkage observed in nature (6, 28,
29, 34 ) are attributed to adaptation.

This study has implications for conservation.
Biodiversity loss effects on community stability
will be influenced by the focal community’s
evolutionary history, as complexity-stability re-
lationships depend on the developmental levels
of foraging-adjustment ability that are shaped
through natural selection (13). Introduced spe-
cies, which do not share an evolutionary his-
tory with local organisms, can influence com-
munity stability in a manner different from
that of resident species or populations. A pos-
itive relationship between species richness and
community stability suggests that high biodi-
versity is self-sustaining. In such cases, losses
of species may catalyze further losses for sys-
tem instability and the effort required to pre-
vent the next loss would increase as the num-
ber of loss increases. If present species diver-
sity levels are maintained through natural se-
lection on foraging behavior, the genetic
structure of populations may influence
community level dynamics through change
in adaptation rate. This implies an important
link between the genetic and community
levels of biology.
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Phylogenetic Shadowing of Primate
Sequences to Find Functional
Regions of the Human Genome
Dario Boffelli,1,2 Jon McAuliffe,3 Dmitriy Ovcharenko,2

Keith D. Lewis,2 Ivan Ovcharenko,1,2 Lior Pachter,4
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Nonhuman primates represent the most relevant model organisms to understand
the biology of Homo sapiens. The recent divergence and associated overall se-
quence conservation between individual members of this taxon have nonetheless
largely precluded the use of primates in comparative sequence studies. We used
sequence comparisons of an extensive set of Old World and NewWorld monkeys
and hominoids to identify functional regions in the human genome. Analysis of
these data enabled the discovery of primate-specific gene regulatory elements and
the demarcation of the exons of multiple genes. Much of the information content
of the comprehensive primate sequence comparisons could be captured with a
small subset of phylogenetically close primates. These results demonstrate the
utility of intraprimate sequence comparisons to discover common mammalian as
well as primate-specific functional elements in the human genome, which are
unattainable through the evaluation of more evolutionarily distant species.

Genomic sequence comparisons between dis-
tant species have been extensively used to iden-
tify genes and determine their intron-exon
boundaries, as well as to identify regulatory
elements present in the large noncoding fraction
of the genome (1–3). This strategy has been
successful in human-mouse comparisons, be-
cause the &75 million years (My) of separation
from their last common ancestor have provided
sufficient time for a large fraction of nucleotides
to have been exposed to considerable mutation
and selection pressure. Although such compar-
isons readily identify regions of the human ge-
nome performing general biological functions

shared with evolutionarily distant mammals,
they will invariably miss recent changes in
DNA sequence that account for uniquely pri-
mate biological traits.

As a consequence of their short evolution-
ary separation (apes 6 to 14 My, Old World
monkeys 25 My, New World monkeys 40
My) (4 ), there is a paucity of sequence vari-
ation between humans and each of their near-
est primate relatives. This lack makes it dif-
ficult to distinguish functional from passive
conservation on the basis of pairwise com-
parisons, thus limiting the usefulness of such
comparisons. However, the additive collec-
tive divergence of higher primates as a group
(fig. S1) is comparable to that of humans and
mice. This suggests that deep sequence com-
parisons of numerous primate species should
be sufficient to identify important regions of
conservation that encode functional elements.
Phylogenetic footprinting (5, 6 ) has been
used to identify highly conserved putative

regulatory elements, exploiting alignments
across numerous evolutionarily distant spe-
cies. We developed a variant of phylogenetic
footprinting, which we termed phylogenetic
shadowing. In contrast to footprinting, phy-
logenetic shadowing examines sequences of
closely related species and takes into account
the phylogenetic relationship of the set of
species analyzed. This approach enabled the
localization of regions of collective variation
and complementary regions of conservation,
facilitating the identification of coding as
well as noncoding functional regions.

We first examined the ability of this strategy
to identify functional regions with precise loca-
tions within the human genome, such as intron-
exon boundaries. The lack of clone-based librar-
ies for multiple primate species limited us to
sequencing orthologous regions from a large set
of primates, using genomic DNA as template
(7). The sole criterion used in the selection of
the four different regions that we studied was
that each should contain at least one annotated
exon. The sequences were generated (8) for a set
of 13 to 17 primate species that included those
evolutionarily closest to humans, such as Old
World and New World monkeys and homi-
noids, but not distant primates such as pro-
simians. The resulting sequences were analyzed
to determine the likelihood ratio under a fast-
versus slow-mutation regime for each aligned
nucleotide site across all four regions analyzed
(supporting online text) (8). This ratio represents
the relative likelihood that any given nucleotide
site was subjected to a faster or slower rate of
accumulation of variation and is related to func-
tional constraints imposed on each site. The
corresponding likelihood ratio curves were used
to describe the variation profile of the four
genomic intervals analyzed.

In all regions examined, the exon-containing
sequences displayed the least amount of cross-
species variation, in agreement with the con-
straint imposed by their functional role (Fig. 1,
A to D). A limited number of short regions of
minimal variation similar to the exon-containing
sequences appeared in the likelihood plots.
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